POTHOLES REPORTED TO 311
BY COMMUNITY
Year
Potholes
Reported
(311 Calls)
2015
6,833
2016
9,977
2017
4,961
2018
5,509

Reports not Fitting
Pothole Definition
**
4,419

5,601
3,394
3,927

Potholes Filled
(311 Calls)
2,414
4,376
1,567
1,585

POTHOLES PROACTIVELY FILLED BY HOUSTON PUBLIC WORKS
Year
Potholes Filled **
2015
73,635
2016
59,118
2017
63,657

Potholes Filled by
Next Business
Day (311 Calls)
124
4,286
1,500
1,582

35,597
2018*
*Productivity decreased due to trucks being out of service (malfunction issues/
shortage of operators) during various times throughout the year and the Pothole
mobile application integration problems with IMS (some data counts, about
9,000 potholes, were not passing to IMS for official recordings/counts). The
missing data is not included in the total because potholes filled are captured by
each location via the mobile app only, not manually. In other words, we could
not account for the addresses of where the 9,000 or so potholes were filled. The
mobile application was repaired in November.

TOTAL POTHOLES REPORTED TO 311 & PROACTIVELY FILLED IN HOUSTON
Year
Potholes Filled **
2015
73,635+124 = 73,759
59,118+4,286 = 63,404
2016
63,657 + 1,500 = 65,157
2017
2018
35,597 + 1,582 = 37,179
**In 2015 a pothole was defined as any area of missing or severely deteriorated
pavement that is up to 2.2 feet by 5.5 feet.
**In 2016 a pothole was redefined as any area of missing or severely
deteriorated pavement that is up to 5 feet by 5 feet.
Of potholes reported to 311 from 2016-present, X (or X%) were larger than a
defined pothole. Missing or severely deteriorated pavement larger than a
pothole requires a skin patch or panel replacement.
In 2016, the Kinder Institute at Rice University confirmed and certified Houston
Public Works performance numbers (note: Kinder Institute was contacted for
assistance with the immediate rollout stage; that’s why we don’t have
certification for the 2017 numbers). The City continues to meet and exceed our
first-year performance baseline.
Houston Public Works crews can fill up to 300 potholes per day, in as fast as 15
seconds each.
Potholes are not specific to any one area of the City of Houston.
Houston Public Works maintains 16,000 lane miles of City streets (that’s the
distance from Houston to Tokyo and back).

The City of Houston recognizes that a pothole patch is only a short-term fix, but
want to make sure streets are safe for drivers until long-term solutions can be
implemented.
Even after major disaster events such as the Tax Day Flood, Memorial Day Flood
and Hurricane Harvey, repair crews have maintained consistent performance.
If you see a pothole, call 311 or report it using the City of Houston 311 app. For
more information on the City of Houston’s pothole initiative, visit:
http://www.houstontx.gov/potholes/

